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Abstract
You Only Need What’s in Scope: Generating Task-Specific Abstractions for Efficient AI
Planning
by Nishanth K UMAR
Many real-world planning domains of interest are open-scope: they contain enough information
to support planning to one of many possible goals, but much of the state-action space is irrelevant to computing an optimal plan for any particular goal. Planning to most goals directly
within such domains is often intractable because of their unnecessarily large state and action
spaces. However, planning within an abstraction of the domain, where irrelevant states and
actions have been removed, is often much more feasible and efficient. We propose task scoping:
a method that exploits knowledge of the initial state, goal conditions, and transition system
to automatically and efficiently prune provably irrelevant fluents and actions from a planning
problem. We empirically evaluate task scoping on a variety of domains and demonstrate that
its use as a pre-planning step can reduce the state-action space by orders of magnitude, accelerating planning for both state-of-the-art classical and numeric planners. When applied to
a complex Minecraft domain, task scoping speeds up a state-of-the-art planner by more than
30× (including scoping time).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Modern planning systems have successfully solved a variety of individual and important tasks,
such as logistics (Refanidis, Bassiliades, and Vlahavas, 2001) and chemical synthesis (Segler,
Preuss, and Waller, 2018). However, while such tasks have immediate practical importance
and economic value, planning must be made much more efficient if it is to form the core computational process of a generally intelligent agent because such agents are expected to perform
a wide variety of tasks within large, rich worlds. In particular, generally intelligent agents must
maintain world models that are open-scope: rich enough to describe any task the agent may be
asked to solve, thus necessarily including large amounts of information irrelevant to any individual task (Konidaris, 2019). For instance, an agent that may be asked to solve any task in
Minecraft must possess a model containing information necessary to craft various weapons to
kill enemies, build shelter, and obtain and cook food items; however when confronted with the
specific, immediate goal of crafting a bed, information about shelter and food is simply irrelevant. When confronted with the different goal of cooking a stew, a completely different set of
information is rendered irrelevant.
Recent work (Vallati and Chrpa, 2019; Silver et al., 2021) has shown that many state-of-theart planning engines—even the renowned Fast Downward Planning System (Helmert, 2006),
which attempts to prune the problem’s state-action space before search—suffer significant reductions in performance when irrelevant objects, fluents or actions are included in domain descriptions. For example, the state-of-the-art ENHSP-2020 planner (Scala et al., 2016) takes over
57 minutes to find an optimal plan for a Minecraft domain pictured in Figure 1.1, in large part
because it must search through approximately 10135 states; simply deleting model components
irrelevant to this specific task shrinks the state space by over 100 orders of magnitude, allowing it to be solved in just over 3.5 minutes. Generally-intelligent agents with rich, open-scope
world models will therefore likely require a means of ignoring the vast majority of information
in those models on a task-specific basis.
We characterize open-scope domains, identify and characterize different types of task-irrelevance
that occurs within such domains and propose a novel algorithm, task scoping, that exploits
knowledge of a problem’s initial condition, goal condition, and transition dynamics to prune
particular types of irrelevant fluents and actions without compromising the existence of optimal plans. This pruning process operates at the level of the problem definition instead of
the concrete state-action space, making first pruning, then planning often substantially faster
than planning in the original space. We prove that the resulting abstraction is sound and complete: all valid plans in the scoped domain are valid in the original and pass through the same
abstract states, and all optimal plans in the original domain can be translated into an optimal
plan in the scoped domain. Additionally, we show that task scoping can have better worst-case
computational complexity than planning for problems with particular features and structure.

Chapter 1. Introduction
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F IGURE 1.1: An open-scope Minecraft environment before (top) and after (bottom) scoping removes irrelevant objects (visualized as greyed out)

We argue that many planning domains of interest possess such characteristics, and thus, scoping followed by planning will often be more computationally efficient than planning directly.
Task scoping can thus be viewed as a planner-agnostic pre-processing step that computes a
relevance-based abstraction.
We empirically demonstrate task scoping’s efficacy on several domains from past iterations
of the International Planning Competition (IPC) and on novel domains that we developed.
Our results demonstrate that task scoping can substantially reduce the state-action spaces of
various planning tasks specified in PDDL 2.1 or SAS+ (Helmert, 2006), and that the resulting
abstraction varies appropriately depending on the task. Moreover, using task scoping as a
pre-processing step often significantly reduces the time taken by the state-of-the-art ENHSP2020 and Fast Downward planners to solve these large problems, especially for our open-scope
Minecraft domain.
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1

Planning Problems

Any deterministic, single-agent planning problem consists of some set of states, some set of
actions the agent can take, some transition dynamics that describe how actions affect states, an
initial state that is true at the start of the problem, and some goal conditions that the agent must
make true to solve the problem. Such planning problems are often expressed in PDDL (Fox and
Long, 2003), which uses an object-oriented format consisting of separate ’domain’ and ’problem’ files. The domain file defines types of objects that exist within the problem, their properties
and how an agent can influence these through actions at an abstract level (similar to defining
a class within an object-oriented programming language). The problem file instantiates some
specific objects and uses these to specifically define the initial state and goal conditions (similar
to instantiating a class within an object-oriented programming language).
Instead of maintaining the distinction between domain and problem files, we choose to operate
on grounded problems, where the domain file is instantiated - or grounded - to the specific objects
defined in the problem file. This yields grounded state-variables — also known as fluents —
that can take on values from some domain, as well as grounded actions that depend on and
affect specific grounded fluents.
As a running example of such a planning problem, consider a version of the continuous playroom domain from Chentanez, Barto, and Singh (2005) and pictured in Figure 2.1. An agent
controls 3 effectors (an eye, a hand, and a marker) to interact with 7 objects (a thermostat, a
light switch, a red button, a green button, a ball, a bell, and a monkey). The domain can be
discretized into a grid where the agent can take an action to move its effectors in the cardinal
directions. To interact with the thermostat, light switch or buttons, the agent’s eye and hand
effectors must be at the same grid cell as the relevant object. The thermostat can be set to 1 of
5 different temperatures that do not impact other dynamics of the problem whatsoever. The
light switch can be turned on and off to toggle the playroom’s lights, and, when the lights are
on, the green button can be pushed to turn on music, while the red button can be pushed to
turn off music. Once the music is on, regardless of the state of the lights, the agent can move its
eye and hand effectors to the ball and its marker effector to the bell to throw the ball at the bell
and frighten the monkey. While this is the domain’s original goal, it is possible to specify other
goals such as turning the music on, or turning the lights off.
Within
this
problem,
x − position(hand1)
∈
{1.0,1.01,1.02,....,10.0}
and
lights − on(light − switch1) ∈ {True, False} are examples of grounded-state variables.
move − hand − right(hand1) and turn − off − light − switchlight − switch1
are examples of actions that have corresponding pre-conditions in which they are applicable (such as lights − on(light − switch1) == True for the second action) and effects
(such as lights − on(light − switch1) = False).
The initial state might specify that

2.1. Planning Problems
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F IGURE 2.1: A visualization of our running example: the Modified Continuous
Playroom Domain

x − position(hand1) = 1.0 and that lights − on(light − switch1) = True, while the goal
condition might be lights − on(light − switch1) == True.

2.1.1

Planning Formalism

More formally, we assume a grounded planning formalism equivalent to PDDL 2.1 level 2 (Fox
and Long, 2003) without conditional effects. This formalism subsumes SAS+ problems without
axioms (Helmert, 2006). We define a planning problem as a tuple PP = (S[J ], A, T , s0 , G ),
where S[J ] is the state space, J is a set of grounded fluents1 where each element is either
numeric or propositional, A is a set of actions, T represents the transition dynamics, s0 is an
initial state, and G is a goal condition.
• S = ∏ j∈J S[ j], where S[ j] is the set of values that fluent j can take. We consider a specific
state s ∈ S as a vector hs1 , ..., s|J | i with a value assigned to each fluent (i.e, a rational
number to every numeric fluent, and a truth value to every propositional fluent). If J ⊆
J , then S[ J ] := ∏ j∈ J S[ j] refers to the projection abstraction (discussed in Section 2.2)
including only the fluents mentioned in J, meaning that all other (non J) fluents’ values
are ignored.
• T is a set of (pre-Condition; Action; Effect) (or CAE) triples, where
– pre-Condition is a predicate over S[ J ] for some J ⊆ J . We assume these preconditions are specified such that they are mutually exclusive for any pair of CAEs with
the same action a ∈ A. This choice ensures that only one CAE triple’s effects can
occur at any time step,
– Action ∈ A,
– Effect is a list of deterministic functions h F : S[ j] → S[ j]i j∈J describing how actions
change the values of each of the J fluents.
• s0 is an initial state.
1 All

fluents considered in this work are grounded, so we will henceforth simply use the term ’fluents’.
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• G is a conjunction of predicates over S.

An action is applicable in a state s where the pre-condition of the corresponding CAE triple is
satisfied. Applying an action in s results in a new state s0 where the effect of the corresponding
CAE triple has been applied to s. Applying a sequence of successively-applicable actions <
a0 , a1 , ..., an > from the initial state s0 results in a final state sn+1 . If the goal condition G is true
in this final state, then the action sequence (or trace) is a valid plan. Furthermore, we assume
each action has some non-negative cost. Thus, we can define an optimal plan as a valid plan
with the minimum cost.

2.2

Abstractions for Planning

The size of a planning problem can be measured by the state-action space, which is simply the
product of the domains of all grounded state-variables and the number of abstract or grounded
actions. Given this, an abstraction can be understood as a function that transforms a planning
problem into another problem of a smaller size in order to solve it more easily (Hoffmann et al.,
2006). There are many different types of abstractions (Sacerdoti, 1974; Seipp and Helmert, 2018;
Culberson and Schaeffer, 1998), each with different advantages, disadvantages and intended
purposes. In this work, we will consider a relatively simple kind of abstraction termed a projection abstraction (Seipp and Helmert, 2018; Culberson and Schaeffer, 1998) whereby the abstract
problem is formed by simply ignoring specific fluents and actions from the original problem.
This is analagous to the more-familiar notion of projection from geometry. In our case, we will
attempt to discover a projection abstraction that preserves only the relevant fluents and actions
for a large, open-scope planning problem.

7

Chapter 3

Task Scoping
3.1

Open-Scope Planning Problems

We begin this chapter by attempting to characterize open-scope planning problems and why
they are difficult for existing methods to solve. A precise, formal definition of open-scope planning problems is both difficult to provide and unnecessary to the following sections. Instead,
we sketch the characteristics of such problems below.
We refer to a planning problem as open-scope if:
1. It is possible to specify many different goals, each involving different grounded fluents.
Note that the ability to specify different goals by specifying different value assignments
to the same set of fluents does not meet this condition.
2. For any particular goal and some initial state, there exists a projection (or finer) abstraction that preserves all optimal plans (i.e, the abstraction is sound and optimality-complete
as described in Section 3.3).
Our running example continuous playroom domain features both of the above-described characteristics. There are a variety of goals involving different fluents that can be specified; these
include frightening the monkey, turning the music on or off, turning the lights on or off, setting
the temperature to a specific value or moving any of the agents effectors to some particular
grid locations. Furthermore, for any particular goal there are a variety of initial states under
which a planner can use the right projection abstraction to effectively ignore specific subsets
of fluents and actions. For instance, the thermostat can be projected away when attempting to
plan to frighten the monkey, the lightswitch can be projected away when attempting to turn on
the music if the lights are already on in the initial state, etc.
Most existing methods attempt to perform some heuristic-guided search on the problem. Such
approaches struggle to find optimal plans for these open-scope problems because of characteristic 2: the large number of irrelevant fluents and actions results in a massive branching
factor during search. Furthermore, given the nature of characteristic 2, these fluents and actions can be safely ignored during planning, resulting in a massively-reduced branching factor
for search. This gives us some motivation to discover such an abstraction in a computationally
more efficient manner than heuristic-guided search, which is what we will do in the following
sections.

3.2

Reduced Planning Problems

Let PP be a planning problem with fluents J . Suppose some subset of these fluents J c ⊆ J
are deleted; there is now a unique reduced planning problem PPr [ J ] induced by this subset

8
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J ⊆ J where J ∪ J c = J . PPr [ J ] is a projection abstraction. We denote the states, actions,
transition dynamics, initial state and goal conditions for the reduced problem as PPr [ J ] =
(S[ J ], A[ J ], T [ J ], s0 [ J ], G [ J ]).
The initial and goal conditions remain the same except that clauses mentioning fluents in J c are
deleted since they are no longer meaningful.1 A[ J ] is the set of actions used by T [ J ].
Returning to our running example, suppose we decide to ignore the temperature(thermo1)
fluent. S[ J ] would now simply be formed by all the remaining fluents. s0 [ J ], G [ J ] would be
formed by simply deleting all assignments and conditions that mention this particular fluent
(since the concept of temperature does not exist anymore).
The transition dynamics T [ J ] — and consequently, the actions A[ J ] — are not as straightforward to derive. They are induced by these J fluents as described below.

3.2.1

Induced Transition Dynamics.

Two CAE triples x, x 0 ∈ T are equivalent with respect to J, denoted x ' J x 0 , if, for each fluent in
J, x and x 0 have the same effect: x.effects[ J ] = x 0 .effects[ J ]. and x.action = x 0 .action.
In the RPP induced by J, we do not distinguish CAEs with identical effects on J. We obtain
the transition dynamics on the RPP induced by J, denoted T [ J ], by discarding all CAEs with
no effect on J, partitioning the remaining set of CAEs according to ' J , and then creating from
each part class X a new quotient CAE x:
!
x=

_

x.precondition,

x0 ∈X

[

{ x.action}, x.effects[ J ] .

x0 ∈X

When discussing the task scoping algorithm in Section 3.4, we will also refer to x.sideeffects—
the set of fluents not in J that may be affected when executing x:
x.sideeffects =

[

{ x 0 .effects[ j]}).

x 0 ∈ X,j∈ J c

Note that the side effects are not included in the returned RPP, they are simply a book-keeping
tool used in the task scoping algorithm. When writing out a quotient CAE, the side effects may
be included as the fourth component.
To illustrate this, consider two different CAE triples within our running example: one that
moves the agent’s (agent1) hand north and one that does the same while also flicking the
thermostat (thermo1) if it is in the way.
• ((hand-y agent1) != (thermostat-y thermo1); move_north_hand; (hand-y
agent1)++)
• ((hand-y agent1) == (thermostat-y thermo1); move_and_flick; (hand-y
agent1)++ and (temperature)++)
Suppose that we want to compute the induced CAEs for these two CAEs and (hand-y agent1)
is within the subset J while (temperature) is not. Since these two triples differ only in their
effects on variables in J c , they would be merged to produce a single triple with a side effect on
temperature.2
1 If J c
2 ’(x)

= ∅, the RPP is the same as the original planning problem.
++’ is short for (increase (x) 1) (Fox and Long, 2003).

3.3. Sound and optimality-Complete RPPs.
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• (True; move_north; (hand-y agent1)++; temperature)
The precondition of this CAE triple is simply True, as a result of having taken the disjunction
of the previous triples’ preconditions. Both triples affect the agent’s hand in the same way,
regardless of whether it is at the thermostat.
Pseudocode for ReduceTransitions, a procedure that computes these induced transition dynamics, is given below.
Algorithm 1 Full pseudocode for the ReduceTransitions algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

procedure R EDUCE T RANSITIONS(T , J)
U ← Partition of T based on ' J
Discard from U each part that does not effect S[ J ]
T [ J ] ← {}
for X ∈ U
 do

W
S
S
0
c
x.prec, x0 ∈X { x.action}, x.effects[ J ], x0 ∈X vars( x .effects[ J ])
x←

7:
8:

3.3

T [ J ].insert(x)
return T [ J ]

Sound and optimality-Complete RPPs.

Given the above defnitions, it is possible to construct an RPP by deleting any combination of
fluents from any planning problem. Intuitively, not all such RPPs will be useful abstractions
for planning. In light of this, we wish to construct RPPs that are sound and optimality-complete.
Definition 3.3.1. An RPP is optimality-complete if an optimal solution to the original planning problem can be obtained as a solution to the reduced planning problem, or the original planning problem has no solutions.
Definition 3.3.2. An RPP is sound if each plan in the RPP gives the same trace with respect to the abstract state space (i.e, the J fluents) when executed in the original planning
problem.
We call a sound and optimality-complete RPP an SC-RPP.

3.3.1

Types of Irrelevance

To find sufficient conditions for an RPP to be sound and optimality-complete, we first define
what it means for a fluent to be irrelevant with respect to an optimal plan and distinguish
between a few types of irrelevance.
Definition 3.3.3. A fluent is irrelevant for a specific planning problem if projecting it away
results in a reduced planning problem whose optimal plans are also optimal for the original
problem.
Definition 3.3.4. A fluent is trivially irrelevant if it is irrelevant for any initial state.
Definition 3.3.5. A fluent is conditionally irrelevant if it is irrelevant for the specified initial
state, but may be relevant for a different initial state.

10
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In our running example, the room’s temperature is a trivially irrelevant fluent because the
optimal plan is the same regardless of the value of the (temperature) for any initial state.
Additionally, the lights and music are conditionally irrelevant to the goal of frightening the
monkey, because they can be projected away without changing the optimal plan (but only if
the music is already on in the initial state).
Definition 3.3.6. A causally-linked fluent maintains its original value throughout all optimal
plans, and arbitrarily changing its value while executing a valid trace may increase the cost of
optimal plans. This term is adapted from UCPOP (Penberthy and Weld, 1992).
Definition 3.3.7. A fluent is causally-masked if there is a set of causally-linked fluents such that,
as long as each of these causally-linked fluents maintains its initial value throughout the trace,
the causally-masked fluent can vary arbitrarily without impacting the quality of optimal plans.
By vary arbitrarily, we mean changed without the agent taking an action. In our running continuous playroom example, the the status of the lights is causally-masked by the music being
on, which is itself causally-linked.

3.3.2

Scoped RPPs

Given the above definitions of irrelevance, we can now define and describe a scoped RPP. We
will show that scoped RPP’s are SC-RPP’s under certain conditions, and introduce an algorithm
to efficiently compute such RPP’s from the definition of a planning problem.
Definition 3.3.8. For a given RPP, translate the preconditions in T [ J ] to conjunctive normal
form (CNF), and let Φ be the set of clauses appearing in any of these preconditions. If, for each
φ ∈ Φ, either:
1. φ is defined over S[ J ], or
2. φ is true in s0 , and none of the fluents mentioned in φ are in the side effects of T [ J ],
then the RPP is scoped.
Suppose we are given a scoped RPP and the J ⊆ J fluents used to induce it. J can be partitioned into 3 distinct, non-overlapping sets:
• J = Jrel , the fluents satisfying (1) above. We call these fluents relevant.
• JCL , the fluents mentioned in any φ satisfying (2) above. These are causally linked.
• Jirrel , all other fluents. These fluents are either trivially irrelevant or causally-masked.
By the above definitions, the preconditions of the CAE triples within T [ J ] only mention fluents
within S[ Jrel ] ∪ S[ JCL ]. For any precondition C of a CAE triple in a scoped RPP, we can decompose C as the conjunction of a clause defined over S[ Jrel ] and a clause defined over S[ JCL ]:
C = C [ Jrel ] ∧ C [ JCL ],
where s0 [ JCL ] =⇒ C [ JCL ].

3.3.3

Theoretical Results

Given the definition for scoped RPP’s, we can show that such RPP’s are SC-RPP’s if the goal
fluents are contained in Jrel ∪ JCL .

3.4. The Task Scoping Algorithm
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Theorem 1. A scoped RPP is sound: an initial state and a sequence of x from a scoped RPP
can be lifted to a sequence of x from the original PP, and these two sequences lead to the
same sequence of states in S[ Jrel ].
Proof. True by construction.
Lemma 1. Given a scoped RPP, there is no CAE triple in T [ J ] that affects both Jrel and JCL .
Proof. Suppose Jrel induces an SC-RPP, and x ∈ T affects both j ∈ Jrel and j0 ∈ JCL . Then,
x ∈ T [ J ] affects j and has a side effect on j0 , contradicting Condition 2 from the definition of JCL
in an SC-RPP.
Theorem 2. A scoped RPP is optimality-complete if it contains each goal fluent in Jrel ∪ JCL .
Proof. Suppose we have a scoped RPP. We will map each concrete trace to an abstract trace of
equal length that passes through the same states when projected onto Jrel , and conclude that
the RPP is complete. Let τ be a trace in the concrete PP, with τ.a = ( a0 , a1 , . . . , an ) be a sequence
of actions that can be executed when starting from the initial state s0 and τ.s = (s0 , s1 , . . . , sn+1 )
the the sequence of states obtained by taking τ.a from s0 . Let τ.x = ( x0 , x1 , . . . , xn ) be the
sequence of CAE triples corresponding to taking ai from si for each i.
Let the ith state or action be indicated with a subscript, eg. τi .a. Let non-affecting action refer to
any action that has no effects on S[ Jrel ].
Let τi .x [ Jrel ] be the abstract CAE triple induced by τi .x on Jrel . Let τ be the trace obtained by
replacing each non-affecting action in τ with a no-op.
We will show that, for each i, either τi .x is non-affecting or that the effects of τi .x and τ i .x on
the Jrel fluents are the same. We will then conclude that τ.s = τ.s
Suppose now that τi .x is the first CAE triple in τ that affects any of the [ Jrel ] fluents.
Since we only took non-affecting actions prior to τi .x, we know that τi .s[ Jrel ] = τ i .s[ Jrel ]. We also
know that τ i .x.precondition can be written as C [ Jrel ] ∧ C [ JCL ] by definition of our abstracted
transition dynamics.
By Lemma 1, only non-affecting actions can affect fluents JCL , so replacing non-affecting actions
with no-ops to produce τ guarantees that the state τ i [s] has the same values for the JCL fluents
as the initial state s0 = s0 , and so τ i [s][ JCL ] = s0 [ JCL ], so C [ JCL ] is true.
Thus, by Property 2 of an SC-RPP, τ i .x is executable from both τi .s and τ i .s and thus the action
τi .a must have the same effect on Jrel . Therefore, τi+1 .s[ Jrel ] = τ i+1 .s[ Jrel ].
We have just shown that if we assume τi .a is the first affecting action, then all actions upto
τi .a can be replaced by no-ops and τi+1 .s[ Jrel ] = τ i+1 .s[ Jrel ]. Given this, suppose now that the
next affecting action is τj .a, where j > i. We can apply the exact same argument to show that
τj+1 .s[ Jrel ] = τ j+1 .s[ Jrel ]. We can continue to do this for every subsequent affecting action after
j.

3.4

The Task Scoping Algorithm

We can now define an algorithm that produces a scoped RPP given a planning problem and
thereby provably supports optimal planning. Algorithm 2 contains the full pseudo-code for
our task scoping algorithm. Intuitively, the algorithm begins by assuming that the only relevant
fluents are the goal fluents that are not causally linked. It then calls ReduceTransitions to create
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an RPP that contains only these fluents. If this RPP is not a scoped RPP, then there must exist at
least one fluent mentioned in the preconditions of the reduced CAE triples that is not causally
linked. The algorithm adds all such fluents to the set of relevant fluents (Jrel ) and continues
this process until a scoped RPP is returned. Note that while ReduceTransitions distinguishes
between CAEs with different effects on the same fluent, the details of the effect are ignored by
ReduceTransitions and Scope Task.
Algorithm 2 Task Scoping. Note that g is used as a ‘dummy’ goal fluent, similar to UCPOP, to
simplify the main loop.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

procedure S COPE TASK(S[J ], A, T , s0 , G)
J ← J ∪ { g}
T ← T ∪ {( G, doGoal, g ← True)}
Jrel ← { g}
T [ Jrel ] ← R EDUCE T RANSITIONS(T , Jrel )
while (S[ Jrel ], A, T [ Jrel ], s0 , G) is not a scoped RPP do
S
Jaff ← Jrel x∈T [ Jrel ] vars( x.sideeffects)
for x ∈ T [ Jrel ] do
for φ ∈ CNF( x.precondition) do
if (s0 =⇒ φ) ∨ (vars(φ) ∩ Jaff 6= {}) then
Jrel ← Jrel ∪ {vars(φ)}
T [ Jrel ] ← R EDUCE T RANSITIONS(T , Jrel )
return (S[ Jrel ], A, T [ Jrel ], s0 , G)

Theorem 3. The task scoping algorithm returns an SC-RPP.
Proof. The algorithm begins by setting Jrel = { g} and thereafter never deletes a fluent from Jrel .
Therefore, g ∈ Jrel .
The algorithm adds at least one fluent to Jrel each iteration, or terminates. Jrel is always a subset
of J .
Finally, scoping cannot terminate without returning a scoped RPP due to the explicit check in
line 6. By the previous theorems, a scoped RPP with goal fluents in Jrel ∪ JCL is sound and
optimality-complete.

3.5

Computational Complexity

For a given planning problem, suppose the transition dynamics T is composed of t CAE triples,
and that there are n j fluents. The worst-case complexity of ReduceTransitions O(t). Given
this, and by inspecting the loop in Algorithm 1, a bound for the worst-case computational
complexity of task scoping is:

O(n j · (t + t · O(convert to CNF) · |clauses in CNF| · (O(check s0

=⇒

φ))) + O(t))

Now, the worst-case complexity of converting a clause to CNF is known to be exponential.
However, in practice, this conversion does not significantly impact the algorithm’s runtime
since most preconditions for CAE triples in planning domains contain few clauses. The overall
complexity of task scoping is thus dominated by the n j × t term.
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Crucially, note that the time complexity of the task scoping algorithm does not depend on the
concrete state-action space of the original planning problem. Rather, it depends only on the
number of fluents. Thus, task scoping can substantially decrease the search space for a planner if
the problem has irrelevant fluents that can take on many values. Consider our running example
and suppose there are 1010 temperature values that the thermostat could be set to instead of 5.
Task scoping’s runtime is unaffected by this change, yet, by returning an SC-RPP that excludes
the temperature factor, it would reduce the domain’s state space by a multiplicative factor of
1010 and also enable the deletion of actions that affect only this irrelevant fluent. Conversely,
task scoping might not be as useful if the temperature were a boolean, since it would only
reduce the search space by a factor of 2.
Furthermore, though task scoping’s worst-case complexity depends on the number (t) of CAE
triples that specify the transition dynamics, in practice, it is not actually the number of CAE
triples in the transition dynamics that affects the algorithm’s performance, but rather their
connectivity: whether the triples affect factors mentioned in other triples’ preconditions. The
more connected the relevant factors, the more iterations of ReduceTransitions must be run. For
example, if instead of being scared of bells, the monkey could only be frightened by a clap
action that can always be executed (that is, it is not connected to any other CAE triple, and
directly affects the goal factor), then task scoping would terminate after just 1 iteration.
Thus, intuitively, task scoping is particularly advantageous over direct state-action space search
for planning problems that possess many irrelevant fluents and actions, but have relatively few
fluents in comparison to the size of the concrete state space, and whose transition dynamics are
composed of CAE triples that do not have too many effects on factors mentioned in preconditions of other CAE triples (the transition dynamics are not too interconnected). We contend
that many open-scope planning problems possess these characteristics and are thus amenable
to task scoping.
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Implementation and Experimental
Evaluation
4.1

Implementation Details

We implemented the task scoping algorithm (whose pseudocode is detailed in Algorithm 2)
in Python and used the Z3 Theorem Prover’s (De Moura and Bjørner, 2008) Python API to
efficiently check implications (necessary for line 10 of the pseudocode). In order to run our
algorithm on planning problems expressed in PDDL 2.1 (Fox and Long, 2003), we implemented
a naive method to parse PDDL domain and problem files, ground all fluents and actions and
then create CAE triples to pass into task scoping. Furthermore, we implemented a simple
parser that reads the output of task scoping and deletes all irrelevant fluents, operators and
objects from the original PDDL domain and problem files. A visual illustration of our pipeline
is shown in Figure 4.1.
While this implementation is relatively efficient for planning problems with numeric fluents,
it is rather inefficient for fully propositional problems due to two main reasons. Firstly, naive
grounding of all fluents and actions is rather slow because propositional domains tend to have
many objects, which result in many grounded fluents and actions. Secondly, the large number
of grounded fluents and actions results in a significantly large worst-case time-complexity for
task scoping (as discussed in Section 3.5), which makes our approach not much more efficient
than direct search on the state-action space.
To enable task scoping to be efficient on such purely propositional planning problems, we
implemented a pipeline combining task scoping with Fast Downward’s (FD) (Helmert, 2006)
translator. As part of this pipeline, we first run FD’s translator on the PDDL domain and problem files to produce an SAS+ file. This file contains enum-valued fluents that are inferred from
the propositional fluents of the original problem. Thus, this SAS+ planning task often contains
fewer fluents, which makes it more conducive to task scoping. We parse the initial state, CAE
triples and goal state for this SAS+ task and pass these as input to our implementation of task
scoping. We then use the output of task scoping to prune fluents and actions from the original SAS+ planning task before planning on this reduced model. A visual illustration of this
modified pipeline is shown in Fig.4.2.
We implemented the task scoping algorithm along with PDDL 2.1 and SAS+ (Helmert, 2006)
domain parsers capable of extracting the information necessary for task scoping from planning
problems written in either of these formats.
All experiments were conducted on an Intel Core i7-8550U CPU with 2 quad-core 4GHz processors, and 16GB of RAM.

4.1. Implementation Details
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F IGURE 4.1: A visualization of our pipeline (shown in blue) vs. the traditional,
direct planning method (shown in orange). We compare the end-to-end wallclock times taken for these two different processes in each of our experiments
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Experiments
IPC Domains with Fast Downward

Perhaps the best-known pruning algorithm for classical planning problems is the translator
component of the Fast Downward planning system (FD) (Helmert, 2006). To empirically compare task scoping’s utility against this existing approach, we selected 5 benchmark domains
(Logistics, DriverLog, Satellite, Zenotravel and Gripper) from the optimal track of several previous iterations of the International Planning Competition (IPC) (Long and Fox, 2003; Vallati
et al., 2015; Gerevini et al., 2009; Long et al., 2000); 4 of these domains are open-scope (Logistics, DriverLog, Satellite and Zenotravel). Since these domains do not generally contain
enough irrelevance (especially conditional irrelevance) for pruning techniques to make a significant difference to search time (Hoffmann et al., 2006), we modified 3 problem files from the
4 open-scope domains to contain some states and actions that are either trivially or conditionally irrelevant. We translated each problem to SAS+ using FD’s translator, ran task scoping to
prune this SAS+ file, then ran the FD planner in the seq-opt-lmcut configuration on each of
these problems. We inspected the original and scoped SAS+ files to compare the relative sizes
of their state-action spaces and measured the end-to-end wall-clock time for FD to plan with
and without task scoping. Results are in Table 4.1.
These results reveal that task scoping is able to prune some of the open-scope problems more
finely than FD’s translator alone, and that scoping can reduce FD’s search time by more than the
time taken by scoping itself. Task scoping reduces the size of the state-action space significantly
more than FD’s translator alone for the 4 domains that we added irrelevance to. By inspecting
the SAS+ files, we observed that this difference in reduction was mostly because FD’s translator
was unable to prune any conditionally irrelevant states or actions. Additionally, for almost all
problems within these 4 domains, running task scoping was able to significantly speed up FD’s
search time. This is especially evident in the Satellite domain, where the total time taken to find
a plan was between 2× and 6× faster with task scoping than without. We also observed that
task scoping was unable to prune any irrelevance in Gripper, which is unsurprising because it
is a very simple domain that features neither trivial nor conditional irrelevance. However, the
total planning time was approximately the same both with task scoping and without.

4.2.2

Numeric Domains with ENHSP-2020

Continuous Playroom Domain
To study how task scoping’s performance and utility scale with the size of the state-action space
within a simple open-scope numeric planning domain, we implemented a version of our running example in PDDL 2.1 (without the trivially irrelevant thermostat object or (temperature)
factor). We created progressively larger problems by increasing the number of conditionally irrelevant light switches and buttons. For each of these problems, we ran ENHSP-2020 equipped
with its default heuristic both with and without pre-processing using task scoping, and measured the end-to-end wall-clock time to produce a plan (that is, we compared the time to parse
and plan for ENHSP with the time taken to parse, ground, scope, save the scoped PDDL domain and problem files, then parse and plan with ENHSP). The results, shown in Figure 4.3,
clearly demonstrate that performing task scoping as a pre-processing step can significantly
speed up planning by reducing the size of the state-action space. By simply removing the irrelevant switches, buttons, and actions, the state-action space can often be reduced by a large
multiplicative factor, as shown in Table 4.1.

4.2. Experiments
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F IGURE 4.3: Planning time using ENHSP-2020 with and without task scoping,
as the number of irrelevant fluents are increased in the Multi-Switch Continuous
Playroom Domain. Shading indicates standard deviation across 5 independent
runs.

Minecraft Domain
To examine task scoping’s utility on a novel open-scope domain of interest, we created the
Build-a-Bed Domain containing simplified dynamics and several tasks from Minecraft and pictured in Figure 1.1. The domain’s main objective is to construct a blue bed—a relatively important task in the videogame—in a simplified setting. The domain features a number of interactive items—such as diamonds, sticks and various plants—strewn about the map, that the agent
can destroy, place elsewhere or use to craft different items. Thus, the domain supports a large
variety of potential tasks.
We wrote PDDL 2.1 files to express the Build-a-Bed domain and 3 specific tasks within it: (1)
dye 3 wool blocks blue by plucking 3 blue flowers from a field and using these to craft blue
dye, (2) mine wood using a diamond axe and use this to craft wooden planks, and (3) use the
results of (1) and (2) to craft a blue bed and place it at a specific location. The agent possess 3
wool blocks and a diamond axe in the initial state, which does not vary between tasks.
Task scoping is successfully able to recognize and remove a large number of irrelevant fluents
and associated actions depending on the task chosen within this domain, as shown in Table 4.1.
The state space is reduced by over 10100 for each of these goals, and this reduction dramatically
speeds up planning time for the Wool Dyeing and Bed Making tasks.
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TABLE 4.1: Results for all of our experiments. All times are in seconds, and
shown ± standard deviation across 5 independent runs.
problem

(state) x action size

scoped state x action size

scoping time

planning time
(after scoping)

scoping +
planning time

planning time
(no scoping)

Logistics prob15
Logistics prob20
Logistics prob25
DriverLog prob15
DriverLog prob16
DriverLog prob17
Satellite prob05
Satellite prob06
Satellite prob07
Zenotravel prob10
Zenotravel prob12
Zenotravel prob14
Gripper prob04
Gripper prob05
Gripper prob06

(2.29 × 1021 ) × 650
(2.29 × 1021 ) × 650
(2.29 × 1021 ) × 650
(2.97 × 1021 ) × 2592
(2.85 × 1027 ) × 4890
(8.69 × 1035 ) × 6170
(2.10 × 1012 ) × 339
(1.32 × 109 ) × 582
(3.76 × 1013 ) × 983
(7.19 × 1011 ) × 1155
(1.55 × 1016 ) × 3375
(6.46 × 1019 ) × 6700
(1.43 × 107 ) × 82
(1.80 × 108 ) × 98
(2.15 × 109 ) × 582

(1.14 × 109 ) × 250
(1.14 × 109 ) × 250
(1.93 × 1010 ) × 290
(2.83 × 1015 ) × 2112
(5.57 × 1015 ) × 3540
(1.28 × 1016 ) × 3770
(1.14 × 109 ) × 250
(1.09 × 107 ) × 362
(2.17 × 1010 ) × 587
(1.12 × 1010 ) × 1095
(7.47 × 1011 ) × 3159
(8.51 × 1013 ) × 6200
(1.43 × 107 ) × 82
(1.80 × 108 ) × 98
(2.15 × 109 ) × 582

1.55 ± 0.02
1.57 ± 0.07
1.70 ± 0.03
6.71 ± 0.08
14.7 ± 0.1
17.2 ± 0.4
1.54 ± 0.02
1.35 ± 0.02
2.14 ± 0.02
4.48 ± 0.02
13.2 ± 0.09
13.0 ± 0.2
0.449 ± 0.01
0.589 ± 0.09
0.500 ± 0.01

6.03 ± 0.02
10.8 ± 0.04
64.4 ± 1
6.69 ± 0.04
18.9 ± 0.3
18.5 ± 0.3
1.04 ± 0.008
3.19 ± 0.02
103.0 ± 4
66.5 ± 0.6
91.0 ± 1.0
200.0 ± 3.0
1.24 ± 0.05
7.45 ± 0.2
49.0 ± 3.0

7.58 ± 0.02
12.4 ± 0.09
66.1 ± 1
13.4 ± 0.1
33.7 ± 0.2
35.7 ± 0.2
2.58 ± 0.02
4.54 ± 0.03
105.0 ± 4.0
71.0 ± 0.6
104 ± 2.0
213.0 ± 3.0
1.69 ± 0.05
8.04 ± 0.2
49.0 ± 3.0

23.8 ± 0.5
53.5 ± 2
257 ± 7
10.6 ± 0.09
47.1 ± 0.7
48.3 ± 0.2
4.19 ± 0.09
12.5 ± 0.06
689.0 ± 30.0
77.0 ± 2.0
107 ± 0.9
227.0 ± 4.0
1.45 ± 0.06
8.41 ± 1.0
52.3 ± 4.0

Playroom1
Playroom3
Playroom5
Playroom7
Playroom9
Minecraft Wool Dyeing
Minecraft Plank Crafting
Minecraft Bed Making

(16 × 1032 ) × 18
(10.24 × 1034 ) × 18
(65.546 × 1035 ) × 18
(41.943 × 1037 ) × 18
(26.844 × 1039 ) × 18
(4.81 × 10135 ) × 29
(4.81 × 10135 ) × 29
(4.81 × 10135 ) × 29

(2 × 1032 ) × 14
(2 × 1032 ) × 14
(2 × 1032 ) × 14
(2 × 1032 ) × 14
(2 × 1032 ) × 14
(3.53 × 1025 ) × 11
(3.53 × 1025 ) × 13
(1.02 × 1028 ) × 16

0.276 ± 0.01
0.491 ± 0.05
0.782 ± 0.02
1.26 ± 0.01
1.94 ± 0.02
3.70 ± 0.05
4.74 ± 0.2
4.21 ± 0.07

6.64 ± 0.07
6.81 ± 0.04
6.58 ± 0.1
6.86 ± 0.05
6.59 ± 0.04
1.48 ± 0.03
3.44 ± 0.1
208 ± 6

6.91 ± 0.07
7.30 ± 0.08
7.37 ± 0.2
8.12 ± 0.05
8.53 ± 0.04
5.14 ± 0.07
8.18 ± 0.3
212 ± 6

8.38 ± 0.3
13.0 ± 0.4
19.2 ± 0.3
27.6 ± 0.8
38.7 ± 0.7
168 ± 5
16.0 ± 0.4
3450 ± 50
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Related Work
The fundamental idea of restricting search to relevant parts of a problem’s state-action space
is not new. In fact, this was a primary motivation for the development of AI planning approaches like UCPOP that backchain from the goal to focus search to actions that causally affect
the goal. However, it was later discovered that determining relevance within propositional
planning domains is often as computationally hard as planning itself (Nebel, Dimopoulos, and
Koehler, 1997), and that doing so is often unhelpful to planners (Hoffmann et al., 2006). As a
result, many planners focus on developing heuristics to guide forward search to relevant parts
of the search space (McDermott, 1996; Nebel, Dimopoulos, and Koehler, 1997; Hoffmann et
al., 2006) instead of explicitly attempting to discern relevance. Contrary to this approach, we
build upon the intuition behind UCPOP to explicitly reason about the relevance of fluents and
actions. Unlike previous approaches that were shown to provide little benefit, we focus on
open-scope problems that contain large amounts of irrelevant variables, as might be encountered in learned or multi-task domains. Furthermore, we avoid explicitly backchaining through
grounded states by performing backchaining more abstractly.
Another line of work has attempted to delete fluents from planning problems to form a hierarchy of abstract planning problems (Knoblock, 1992; Sacerdoti, 1974). The hierarchy is formed
such that a solution to any abstract planning problem higher up in the hierarchy is a partial
solution to less abstract problems that are lower down in the hierarchy. By contrast, in our
approach, only one abstract planning problem is constructed, and any solution to this problem
is a solution to the original, less-abstract problem.
Yet another line of work has attempted to delete fluents from planning problems in order to
form a lossy-abstraction within which to derive a useful heuristic for the non-abstract problem. Culberson and Schaeffer (1998) introduced the notion of a pattern (which is currently
more well-known as a projection abstraction) and showed that such patterns could be used to
derive heuristics for complex problems. Helmert, Haslum, and Hoffmann (2008), Haslum et al.
(2007) and others attempt to formulate automated methods of generating patterns to yield useful heuristics. In contrast to these approaches, our work automatically generates a pattern that
provably preserve the optimal plan without the need to construct databases or derive heuristics.
A recent abstraction technique that is related to task scoping is CounterExample-Guided Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR) (Seipp and Helmert, 2018; Rovner, Sievers, and Helmert, 2019),
which generates abstractions through iterative refinement. CEGAR finds an optimal solution to
the abstraction and checks whether it is a solution to the original problem. If it is, it returns the
solution. If not, it either refines the abstraction and tries again, or returns a planning heuristic
based on the abstract solution. Task scoping differs in that it derives a sound and optimalitycomplete abstraction, rather than deriving heuristics based on lossy abstractions. CEGAR can
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use richer families of abstractions like cartesian abstractions, while task scoping currently only
uses projection abstractions.
A separate line of related work involves pruning-during-grounding techniques that attempt to
prune irrelevant fluents and actions while performing grounding of a problem. Perhaps the
most popular of these works is used by the translator of Helmert (2006)’s widely-used Fast
Downward Planner. This translator performs abstract reachability analysis from the initial
state to prune and merge various predicates. More recent works have built upon this work
to perform more aggressive pruning and merging (Fišer, 2020; Fišer, Horčík, and Komenda,
2020). While the original translator does prune some irrelevant states and actions, we empirically observed (in Section 4.2.1) that it is unable to prune conditionally irrelevant states and
actions. Additionally, this approach and its successors perform a reachability analysis from
the initial state and specifically attempt to minimize the encoding size of the problem, whereas
our approach also accounts for the particular goal conditions and serves a related, but different purpose (i.e, computing a projection that is sound and optimality-complete). Furthermore,
these previous approaches operate strictly on propositional planning problems whereas task
scoping can be applied to numeric problems as well (as demonstrated in Section 4.2.2).
Another technique that is similar in spirit to pruning-during-grounding is lifted planning (Corrêa et al., 2020; Ridder, 2014), where the expensive step of grounding of all state-variables
and actions to particular objects is avoided. This is particularly useful in open-scope domains,
where there might be many irrelevant objects. However, unlike task scoping these approaches
perform this partial grounding during heuristic-guided forward search instead of as a preprocessing step. Overall, we view lifted planning techniques as potentially complementary to
our own approach: combining the two approaches is an interesting direction for future work.
A recently-emergent line of work has attempted to leverage machine learning methods to predict an abstraction that ignores objects (Silver et al., 2021) or actions (Gnad et al., 2019) that
are irrelevant to a particular goal. Such methods can discern both trivial and conditional irrelevance and drastically improve the search time for state-of-the-art planners like Fast Downward. However, they must be trained on a set of small instances of a planning problem with
the same goal to learn to predict irrelevance. Additionally, they provide no guarantees that
their predicted abstractions are solution-preserving, but rather incrementally add more objects
or actions if planning fails. We view these methods as orthogonal to our approach and consider
integrating them an interesting direction for future work.
Finally, we introduced some preliminary ideas behind task scoping in Kumar et al. (2020).
However, this work was performed with a different problem setting (Factored Markov Decision Processes) in mind. Additionally, we provided no empirical evidence or theoretical guarantees to our proposed method then.
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Conclusion
We introduced task scoping, a novel, planner-agnostic abstraction algorithm that can recognize
and delete provably task-irrelevant fluents and actions from planning problems. We proved
that task scoping always preserves optimal plans and characterized the algorithm’s computational complexity. Through experiments on a variety of domains, we showed that performing
task scoping as a pre-computation can significantly reduce the state-action space of many problems, especially open-scope problems, thereby enabling a state-of-the-art planner to solve these
problems more quickly.
While our current algorithm and implementation have been successful, there are some limitations to be overcome. One practical yet significant limitation is that our implementation of task
scoping was written in Python, which is an interpreted language. We believe that implementing the algorithm in a compiled language like C++ or Cython would significantly speed-up
our algorithm’s runtime. A more significant limitation is that our algorithm is currently only
able to compute projection abstractions; finer abstractions like domain abstractions (Rovner,
Sievers, and Helmert, 2019) could enable more substantial pruning on many more problems of
interest. Another limitation is that the relevant set often grows as the particular goal is made
more long-horizon, since achieving a longer-horizon goal often requires affecting more fluents.
This could perhaps be mitigated by discovering a series of sequential sub-goals for a particular
goal and then running task scoping for each of these.
Despite these listed limitations, we believe that this work takes an important step towards
enabling more generally-intelligent and capable AI. If an agent — such as a personal household
robot — is expected to solve a wide variety of potentially long-horizon tasks via planning,
then it must necessarily maintain an open-scope model that is rich enough to contain all the
information that could possibly be relevant to any of these tasks. However, as we and many
others have shown, planning directly within such models is extremely inefficient. In order to
enable efficient planning on such open-scope domains then, the agent must be able to quickly
discern irrelevance within its model to plan based only on the task-relevant parts of the model.
Indeed, this capability to discern relevance is a vital aspect of human intelligence; as Andre and
Russell (2002) put it: "The ability to make decisions based on only relevant features is a critical
aspect of intelligence". We hope that our work inspires others to discover even more efficient
and useful algorithms for relevance determination within open-scope models. Over the long
term, we hope that such algorithms can be combined with approaches that learn open-scope
models from data to develop an agent capable of autonomously learning and then planning to
accomplish a wide-variety of challenging, real-world tasks.
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